PREFACE
It has pleased Sree Devi Lalita Rajarajesvari to grant me this great
opportunity to translate, into the English language, Her most'glorious
and soul-purifying Story: LALITOPAKHYANAM, from the Sanskrit version.
It has been a very elevating experience, punctuated with many insights
into the miraculous nature of the Hand of providence in my day to day
life: proving thereby that the august Presence of Almighty Shakti was
guiding me at every turn,making me, more or less, an instrument in Her
Hands.
Although I had heard and read of Kali, Karali, Kamala, Bharati, Tara,
Bhuvaneswari, Bhairavi, Bagala, Syamala, Varahi, Matangi, Dhumavathi,
Cchinnamastha, Bhavani, Durga, Lakshmi, Saraswathi, Varna, Jyeshta,
Raudri, Savitri, Gayatri, Sita and Radha and many other manifestations
of the ONE SHAKTI and whatever else you may have heard of, I have
somehow been always enchanted by MOTHER LALITA, above all; and I
but strive to be Her loving son, knowing always that She is ever mindful
"nay, lovingly attentive to my every need, including the welfare of every
member of my family and kith and kin. Of course, I do not, for even a
moment, disregard or cease to worship any of the various other gods
and godesses of the Hindu Pantheon; but MOTHER LALITA has somehow
captivated my SOUL and bound it to Herself; so that the very utterance
of Her sacred NAME and MANTRA fills me with Her HOLY, ROSY,
RADIANT and LOVING PRESENCE. No wonder, then, that I had been
thus enabled to translate this SOUL-PURIFYING AND WONDERFUL
STORY OF HER AVATHAR. for the benefit of HER English - knowing
devotees.
Before I close this Preface, I wish to acknowledge the great help rendered
to me by Brahmasri Neduneri Veerrajugaru in readily typing out the
entire manuscript of Sree Lalitopakhyanam as a devoted labour of love,
so as to get it ready for the Press. My thanks are also due to the
innumerable admirers who patiently read through and enjoyed both the
manuscript and typescript, and encouraged me to have it published; so
as to bring it within reach of the English knowing public at large. May
Divine Mother Lalita BLESS every one of them with Her BOUNTY. AMEN!
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